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The intimacy of slow looking 

Driek Zirinsky For the Idaho Press 

Sep 24, 2023 

"Cottonwoods," a project that is a collaboration; the artists are Dwaine Carver and Zach Hill. 

Zach Hill 

The exhibit, "Porous Images" by Dwaine Carver and Alex Carver, is open now until Thursday, Oct. 26 in the Blue Galleries at the Center for the 

Visual Arts, Boise State University, directed by Kirsten Furlong. It is a challenging exhibit, both to take in and to write about, but it offers the reward 

of a beautiful, immersive, and intimate experience. 

The word exhibit is probably the wrong term for me to use here. It is more an installation, an experience of slow looking inside the dimly lit 

chamber of a camera obscura, almost as if you were underwater slowly getting your bearings and trying to make sense of what you are seeing 

and experiencing. It also includes drawings and paintings by the two artists which require a close-up and contemplative viewing. 

The curator, Rachel Reichert, had the idea to bring these two exceptional Boise-based artists together in a rare collaboration. And although they 

are father and son, it is not about their familial relationship. Instead, it explores overlapping ideas guiding their very different art practices: Dwaine 

Carver's as an architect and public artist, Alex Carver's as a painter and video artist. Dwaine Carver explained that although they have not 

collaborated before as artists, that they have" ... collaborated all their lives." Rachel Reichert commented that they share commitment to their 

disciplines, share ideas about making art, and both create abstractions of something familiar. The two artists describe this occasion of working 

together " ... as a gift1" 

You will have seen the collaboration by Dwaine Carver and Zach Hill, "Cottonwoods," outside Boise City Hall. He is also the architect behind the 

stunning building formerly known as the j.crist gallery. Now a professor of Architecture at the University of Idaho/Boise, he formerly taught at 

Boise State. In this exhibit he shows another side of his art making with a rare showing of his exquisite, delicate drawings. 

Alex Carver is a painter and film maker with an impressive resume for any artist, but especially for one as young as he is. Some highlights include a 

solo exhibition in 2023, "A Desired Mesh," at the Museum der Kulturen, Basel, Switzerland. Carver's collaborative feature film with Daniel Schmidt, 
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